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The Easier Way to Knit Kera Weiserbs 2017-06-29 Whether you want to quickly learn to knit simple,
evenly spaced stitches or more advanced techniques, this step-by-step guide shows you how to knit
reversible, double knit fabrics on a double rake loom. This unique book uses innovative looping diagrams
and clearly written knitting charts to illustrate how to wrap yarn on a loom to form over 38 stitches,
including 11 original ones. You will be amazed by the results! Highlights Learn basic knitting techniques,
including how to cast on, knit, and bind off. Learn intermediate skills, including how to seam, shape, and
add buttonholes and beads. Learn advanced color knitting techniques, including intarsia and stranded
knitting. Learn how to knit 38 stitches, including basic, beaded, brioche, slip, and cable stitches. Includes
over 100 photographs, 100 illustrations, and 40 charts. Includes links to videos and to the first knitting
calculator for double rake knit fabric at www.rakeknitting.com.
No Sheep for You Amy Singer 2007-04-01 Yarns made from plant fibers, modern synthetics, and silk
take the spotlight in this collection of 21 classic knitting patterns for socks, scarves, hats, bags, vests,
sweaters, and even a luxurious bathrobe. Some knitters are discouraged by the thought of baggy hemp
sweaters and droopy cotton socks when they consider vegetable fibers, but this authoritative, fun, and
light-hearted guide promises that, while wool has no equal when it comes to elasticity and warmth, the
right tricks and techniques produce non-wool fashions that fit well, wear well, and hang beautifully.
Knitters are taught to knit swatches to study the behavior of a yarn, to choose an appropriate pattern, and
to master techniques for reinforcing stitches and inserting knit-ins of springier yarn to keep cotton, silk,
and other fibers from sagging. Key information about durability, weight, pilling, and special handling is
provided for acrylic, bamboo, cotton, hemp, Ingeo, linen, lycra, nylon, polyester, rayon, silk, soy, Tencel,
and viscose yarns, and a chapter of helpful tips advises on needles to use (and avoid), how to start new
balls and weave in ends, how to work intarsia and Fair Isle patterns, smart ways to control the cost of
materials, and the right methods for washing, drying, and blocking the finished pieces.
My First Knitting Book Hildegarde Deuzo 2016-07-20 Easy-to-follow, full-color instructions for more than
15 projects explain basic techniques. Charming patterns include scarves, hats, bracelets, toys, and
ornaments. Great for kids as well as beginners of all ages.
The Enforcement of Morals Patrick Devlin 2010-01-31 Are morals always relative? Are private actions-among consenting adults--always beyond the law? Or are there some behaviors which so weaken a
society that common beliefs about right and wrong must be enforced to protect the common good? In
opposing the decriminalization of private acts of homosexuality in Britain, Patrick Devlin maintained that
not only is it reasonable to allow popular morality to influence lawmaking, it is imperative: ". . . For a
society is not something that is kept together physically; it is held by the invisible bonds of common
thought." Some sidestep this controversial issue by asserting that the law should not be used to enforce
any morality. Others invoke John Stuart Mill's doctrine that the only purpose for laws governing any
member of society is to prevent harm to others, chiefly physical harm. But, Devlin argued, while breaches

of shared morality do not cause harm to other individuals in the way that murder and assault do, they do
harm society by undermining its moral structure. Patrick Devlin (1905-1992) studied history and law at
Cambridge University and became a successful lawyer.
Chicks with Sticks Guide to Knitting Book Club Edition Mary Ellen O'Connell 2008-08-05 Chicks, start
your sticks! This time it’s all about knitting Stop letting worry knit your brows, ladies. Let go of your fear of
knitting, and take hold of The Chicks with Sticks® Guide to Knitting. With more than 30 simple, chic
projects plus simple step-by-step instructions, this book is the complete guide to starting and enjoying
this fun, rewarding hobby. New knitters can finish up their first projects in a weekend; more advanced
beginners (that is, the ones who have knitted scarves before) can move to the next level. Call your posse
and settle down in the living room or at the coffeehouse. The Chicks with Sticks will take care of the rest,
from essential tools and materials to basic lessons to more than 30 doable projects, including cool belts,
beautiful scarves, felted bags, stylish wraps, and snuggly sweaters.
The Chicks with Sticks Guide to Knitting Nancy Queen 2011-02-23 Chicks, start your sticks! This time it’s
all about knitting Stop letting worry knit your brows, ladies. Let go of your fear of knitting, and take hold of
The Chicks with Sticks® Guide to Knitting. With more than 30 simple, chic projects plus simple step-bystep instructions, this book is the complete guide to starting and enjoying this fun, rewarding hobby. New
knitters can finish up their first projects in a weekend; more advanced beginners (that is, the ones who
have knitted scarves before) can move to the next level. Call your posse and settle down in the living
room or at the coffeehouse. The Chicks with Sticks will take care of the rest, from essential tools and
materials to basic lessons to more than 30 doable projects, including cool belts, beautiful scarves, felted
bags, stylish wraps, and snuggly sweaters.
Democracy and Education John Dewey 1916 John Dewey's Democracy and Education addresses the
challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society. In this classic work Dewey calls
for the complete renewal of public education, arguing for the fusion of vocational and contemplative
studies in education and for the necessity of universal education for the advancement of self and society.
First published in 1916, Democracy and Education is regarded as the seminal work on public education
by one of the most important scholars of the century.
A Stash of One's Own Clara Parkes 2017-09-12 In this anthology from the author of The Yarn Whisperer,
twenty-one devoted knitters examine a subject that is irresistible to us all: the yarn stash. Anyone with a
passion has a stash, whether it is a collection of books or enough yarn to exceed several life
expectancies. With her trademark wit, Clara Parkes brings together fascinating stories from all facets of
stash-keeping and knitting life—from KonMari minimalist to joyous collector, designer to dyer, spinner to
social worker, scholar to sheep farmer. Whether the yarn stash is muse, memento, creative companion,
career guide, or lifeline in tough times, these deeply engaging stories take a fascinating look at why we
collect, what we cherish, and how we let go. Contributors include New York Times–bestselling authors
Stephanie Pearl-McPhee and Debbie Stoller, Meg Swansen and Franklin Habit, Ann Shayne and Kay
Gardiner, Adrienne Martini, and a host of others. Named one of the top ten lifestyle books for fall 2017 by
Publisher’s Weekly.
The Very Easy Guide to Lace Knitting Lynne Watterson 2011-03-15 This easy-to-follow lace knitting
guide transforms the complete beginner into an accomplished expert. With step-by-step instructions and
a preliminary section explaining all the essentials—yarn, needles, gauge, techniques, and how to read
knitting charts—this guide could not be more accessible. All swatches are clearly photographed and each
stitch pattern appears in both written and chart form, so even novices can start right away. Hone your
skills with stylish projects, including delicately-trimmed linen, silk pillow covers, elegant stoles, and
heirloom baby blankets. And with each stitch pattern illustrated in both fine and thicker yarns, you can
create a truly individual garment. So whether you covet a vintage look or desire a more contemporary
feel, The Very Easy Guide to Lace Knitting will give you the skills—and the inspiration.
The Giver Quartet Lois Lowry 2012 Unlike the other Birthmothers in her utopian community, teenaged
Claire forms an attachment to her baby, feeling a great loss when he is taken to the Nurturing Center to
be adopted by a family unit.
The Knitter's Life List Gwen W. Steege 2011-10-21 Knit a traditional gansey sweater with indigo yarn.
Tour a spinning mill. Discover five ways to cast on for socks. Meet your personal knitting hero. The
Knitter’s Life List is a richly illustrated compilation of 1,001 experiences and adventures that devout
knitters won’t want to miss. You’ll find classic techniques to master, time-honored patterns to try, unusual
yarns to work with, museums to see, books to read, and much more. Get inspired and live the knitting life

of your dreams!
Chicks with Sticks Guide to Crochet Book Club Edition Mary Ellen O'Connell 2008-04-15 Join the clique
of the Chicks with Sticks! Anyone can do it. Anyone. Stop thinking. Stop being afraid. Stop sweating,
you'll get the hook all damp. Yes, with the help of the Chicks with Sticks, anyone can learn to crochet in
just a weekendand by Sunday night, beginners will know what they're doing and have the confidence to
do it. Advanced beginners (the ones who have already made an afghan square) will have fresh, fashionforward projects to wear around town. First up is an introductory section on tools and materials. Then the
Chicks present a series of lessons that each introduce a new skill and patterns that help readers learn
and master it before moving on. The more than 30 projects range from cool belts to stunning scarves,
from felted bags to stylish wraps and sweaters. Throughout, the Chicks with Sticks are standing by with
quips and anecdotes, support and sisterhood. Learning to crochet has never been so entertaining . . .
and so empowering! One in three American women knits or crochets. Let's make it two in three! Perfect
for busy young women on the go Emphasis on having fun and making cool projects
Big Book of Loom Knitting Kathy Norris 2012 Make hats, scarves, sweaters, an afghan and more-without knitting needles!-Stitch 'n Bitch Nation Debbie Stoller 2004-01-01 Presents fifty patterns for contemporary knitters, and
includes how to make a pattern one's own, insiders tips, and profiles of Stitch 'n Bitch groups.
The Chicken Chick's Guide to Backyard Chickens Kathy Shea Mormino 2017-10-01 The Chicken Chick's
Guide to Backyard Chickens covers all aspects of keeping pet chickens in a beautifully illustrated, nononsense format. Kathy addresses everything needed to keep chickens simply, including coops, chick
care, breed selection, chicken health, and beyond! Internationally known as The Chicken Chick, Kathy
Shea Mormino brings an informative style and fresh perspective on raising backyard chickens to millions
of fans around the world. An attorney by profession, Kathy is the founder and one-woman creative force
behind her wildly popular and award-winning Facebook page and blog, The-Chicken-Chick.com. Now her
practical, down-to-earth approach to chicken-keeping is available in book form. Sharing her years of hardearned experience and collaborations with poultry veterinarians, nutritionists, and professors, she
provides simple steps to care for these uncommon pets with confidence. Kathy’s personality permeates
the book as she guides newbie, veteran, and would-be backyard chickeneers alike through all aspects of
small-flock care—from getting into the hobby to housing, feeding, egg production, health, and much
more. The result is accurate information presented in the fun and abundantly illustrated format that
Mormino has delivered on her blog for years.
People Knitting Barbara Levine 2016-10-04 People Knitting is a charming tribute in vintage photographs
and printed ephemera to the ever-popular, often all-consuming, craft of knitting. When women posed with
their knitting in the earliest nineteenth-century photographs, it demonstrated their virtue and skill as
homemakers. Later, knitting became fashionable among the wealthy as a sign of culture and artistic
ability. During the two world wars, images of nurses, soldiers, prisoners, and even knitting clubs
composed of very serious small boys—all with heads bent down, intent on knitting items (especially
socks) for the troops—abounded. In the 1950s and 1960s, as snapshots became ubiquitous, knitters took
on a jauntier air, posing with handiwork held proudly aloft. People Knitting is a quirky and fascinating gift
for the knitter in your life.
Stitch 'n Bitch Debbie Stoller 2012-11-01 Knitting is hot, with 4 million newcomers in the last few years
joining a core group of 38,000,000 knitters nationwide. And these are primarily young, creative,
connected chicks with sticks who are coming together in living rooms, knitting cafes, and chic yarn
stores, and making everything from funky hats to bikinis. In Stitch 'n Bitch, Debbie Stoller-founder of the
first Stitch 'n Bitch knitting group in New York City-covers every aspect of knitting and the knittingtogether lifestyle: the how-to, the when-to, the what-to, the why-to. Writing with wit and attitude (The
Knitty-Gritty, Blocking for Blockheads), she explains the different types of needles and yarns (and sheep,
too) and all the techniques from basic to fancy, knit to purl to cast-off. She also shares her special brand
of corrective surgery for when things go wrong, and offers fun and informative sidebars on such topics as
how to find the best yarn for less, how to make a buttonhole, knitting etiquette, and what tools to keep in
your knitting bag. At the heart of the book are forty stylish patterns: Alien Scarf, Big Bad Baby Blanky,
Mohair Hoodie, Kitty and Devil Hat, Cell Phone Cozy, and Wonder Woman Bikini. And for anyone
interested: how to start a Stitch 'n Bitch group.
Girls with Sharp Sticks Suzanne Young 2020-02-18 “Enough plot twists to give a reader whiplash.”
—Cosmopolitan From New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Young comes the start of a thrilling,

subversive new series about a girls-only boarding school with a terrifying secret and the friends who will
stop at nothing to protect each other. Some of the prettiest flowers have the sharpest thorns. The Girls of
Innovations Academy are beautiful and well-behaved—it says so on their report cards. Under the
watchful gaze of their Guardian, they receive a well-rounded education that promises to make them
better. Obedient girls, free from arrogance or defiance. Free from troublesome opinions or individual
interests. But the girls’ carefully controlled existence may not be quite as it appears. As Mena and her
friends uncover the dark secrets of what’s actually happening there—and who they really are—the girls of
Innovations Academy will learn to fight back. Bringing the trademark plot twists and high-octane drama
that made The Program a bestselling and award-winning series, Suzanne Young launches a new series
that confronts some of today’s most pressing ethical questions.
The Beginner's Guide to Mosaic Knitting Melissa Leapman 2019
Hooked Sutton Foster 2021-10-12 From the 2-time Tony Award-winner and the star of TV’s Younger,
funny and intimate stories and reflections about how crafting has kept her sane while navigating the highs
and lows of family, love, and show business (and how it can help you, too). Whether she’s playing an
“age-defying” book editor on television or dazzling audiences on the Broadway stage, Sutton Foster
manages to make it all look easy. How? Crafting. From the moment she picked up a cross stitch needle
to escape the bullying chorus girls in her early performing days, she was hooked. Cross stitching led to
crocheting, crocheting led to collages, which led to drawing, and so much more. Channeling her emotions
into her creations centered Sutton as she navigated the significant moments in her life and gave her
tangible reminders of her experiences. Now, in this charming and poignant collection, Sutton shares
those moments, including her fraught relationship with her agoraphobic mother; a painful divorce
splashed on the pages of the tabloids; her struggles with fertility; the thrills she found on the stage during
hit plays like Thoroughly Modern Millie, Anything Goes, and Violet; her breakout TV role in Younger; and
the joy of adopting her daughter, Emily. Accompanying the stories, Sutton has included crochet patterns,
recipes, and so much more! Witty and poignant, Hooked will leave readers entertained as well as inspire
them to pick up their own cross stitch needles and paintbrushes.
Make It Stick Peter C. Brown 2014-04-14 Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how
rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive and how such techniques as self-testing, spaced
retrieval, and finding additional layers of information in new material can enhance learning.
Knit Fix Lisa Kartus 2019-02-22 Dropped and twisted stitches, too-small button holes, and mis-crossed
cables are only a few of the knitting dilemmas tackled in this humorous and useful guide. Beginners and
seasoned knitters alike are promised that learning from mistakes improves technique and inspires
personal style--and that sometimes the best solution is just to let a mistake stand. To head off problems
before they start, the sturdy, spiral-bound book explains the correct way to cast on and bind off, decipher
charts, choose fibers, calculate yardage, join yarns, work with multicolor designs, and--for more
experienced knitters--how to alter a finished piece or customize a pattern.
Beginner's Guide to Knitting Alison Dupernex 2004 Novice knitters will discover the delights of working
up quick-knit ideas with Alison's clear, practical approach. Starting with materials, she shows how
different yarns can be used - from wool and cotton to mohair and ribbon. Experimenting is fun too. String,
raffia and fabric can be used to create wonderful textured textiles. Stitches, techniques and patterns
follow with clear photographs showing how to start. Casting on, increasing, decreasing, shaping, joining
in colours and more, are all illustrated in easy sequences, with a range of beautiful, practical ideas - from
scarves, hats and cushions, to cardigans, sweaters and throws. This book is for anyone who is interested
in textiles and the joy of working with different textures, colours and natural materials. It is for anyone who
wants to give something handmade as a gift, and it is for anyone who wants to experience the pleasure
of knitting something special by hand.
Big Book of Quick Knit Afghans Leisure Arts 1999-10-01 Snuggle up by the fire with these 24 knit
afghans, the perfect shield from winter's chill. Relatively quick and easy, each solid-color wrap offers
comforting warmth while adding a welcome spot of color to the gray days of winter.
Golden Girl Elin Hilderbrand 2021-06-01 In this #1 bestselling page-turner from "the queen of beach
reads" (New York Magazine), a Nantucket novelist has one final summer to protect her secrets while her
loved ones on earth learn to live without their golden girl. On a perfect June day, Vivian Howe, author of
thirteen beach novels and mother of three nearly grown children, is killed in a hit-and-run car accident
while jogging near her home on Nantucket. She ascends to the Beyond where she's assigned to a
Person named Martha, who allows Vivi to watch what happens below for one last summer. Vivi also is

granted three “nudges” to change the outcome of events on earth, and with her daughter Willa on her
third miscarriage, Carson partying until all hours, and Leo currently “off again” with his high-maintenance
girlfriend, she’ll have to think carefully where to use them. From the Beyond, Vivi watches “The Chief” Ed
Kapenash investigate her death, but her greatest worry is her final book, which contains a secret from her
own youth that could be disastrous for her reputation. But when hidden truths come to light, Vivi’s family
will have to sort out their past and present mistakes—with or without a nudge of help from above—while
Vivi finally lets them grow without her. With all of Elin’s trademark beach scenes, mouth-watering meals,
and picture-perfect homes, plus a heartfelt message—the people we lose never really leave us—Golden
Girl is a beach book unlike any other.
Super Easy Knitting for Beginners Carri Hammett 2022-08-02 Super Easy Knitting for Beginners is the
only guide you will need to get started, teaching you knitting through fun and simple projects that will
build your confidence as you go.
Learn to Knit Penny Hill 2004 More than one hundred full-color photographs and detailed, step-by-step
instructions introduce novice crafters to basic knitting stitches and techniques, with eleven increasingly
difficult projects--from a simple scarf to patterned sweaters and knitted cushions--that allow readers to
build up their knitting skills, as well as a helpful resource guide. Original.
Invisible Child Andrea Elliott 2021-10-05 PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • A “vivid and devastating” (The
New York Times) portrait of an indomitable girl—from acclaimed journalist Andrea Elliott “From its first
indelible pages to its rich and startling conclusion, Invisible Child had me, by turns, stricken, inspired,
outraged, illuminated, in tears, and hungering for reimmersion in its Dickensian depths.”—Ayad Akhtar,
author of Homeland Elegies ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times •
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Atlantic, The New York Times Book Review, Time,
NPR, Library Journal In Invisible Child, Pulitzer Prize winner Andrea Elliott follows eight dramatic years in
the life of Dasani, a girl whose imagination is as soaring as the skyscrapers near her Brooklyn shelter. In
this sweeping narrative, Elliott weaves the story of Dasani’s childhood with the history of her ancestors,
tracing their passage from slavery to the Great Migration north. As Dasani comes of age, New York City’s
homeless crisis has exploded, deepening the chasm between rich and poor. She must guide her siblings
through a world riddled by hunger, violence, racism, drug addiction, and the threat of foster care. Out on
the street, Dasani becomes a fierce fighter “to protect those who I love.” When she finally escapes city
life to enroll in a boarding school, she faces an impossible question: What if leaving poverty means
abandoning your family, and yourself? A work of luminous and riveting prose, Elliott’s Invisible Child
reads like a page-turning novel. It is an astonishing story about the power of resilience, the importance of
family and the cost of inequality—told through the crucible of one remarkable girl. Winner of the J.
Anthony Lukas Book Prize • Finalist for the Bernstein Award and the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award
The Jaguar Smile Salman Rushdie 2003-09 The author of Midnight's Children and The Satanic Verses
describes his 1986 trip to Nicaragua and shares his impressions of the true Nicaragua--the people,
politics, land, poetry, and problems behind the headlines. Reprint.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Knitting Becca Smith 2010-10-05 Knitting made easy - especially for
beginners. In The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Knitting, Becca Smith takes aspiring knitters step-by-step
through her "learn-as-you-go" teaching technique. Knitters are guided from purl stitch to finished scarf
with hundreds of clear and easy-to-understand photos along the way. Readers will also learn to make
hats, mittens, blankets, pillows, sweaters, socks, even kimonos-as well as their own patterns. With The
Complete Idiot's Guide® to Knitting, anyone can go from picking up a needle to becoming a master
knitter. ?A new "learn-as-you-go" way of teaching makes this book perfect for beginners ?Packed with
hundreds of clear and easy-to-understand photos ?According to the Craft Yarn Council of America, 53
million American women knit or crochet ?Author is an expert knitter and owns her own knitting and yarn
company
The Daily Show (The Book) Chris Smith 2016-11-22 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents,
writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the
borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and
garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be
chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and
writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily

Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson,
and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its
origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a
scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted
source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with
President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people
behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites,
improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of
America's most groundbreaking shows.
The Chicks with Sticks Guide to Crochet Nancy Queen 2011-02-23 Join the clique of the Chicks with
Sticks! Anyone can do it. Anyone. Stop thinking. Stop being afraid. Stop sweating, you’ll get the hook all
damp. Yes, with the help of the Chicks with Sticks, anyone can learn to crochet in just a weekend—and
by Sunday night, beginners will know what they’re doing and have the confidence to do it. Advanced
beginners (the ones who have already made an afghan square) will have fresh, fashion-forward projects
to wear around town. First up is an introductory section on tools and materials. Then the Chicks present a
series of lessons that each introduce a new skill and patterns that help readers learn and master it before
moving on. The more than 30 projects range from cool belts to stunning scarves, from felted bags to
stylish wraps and sweaters. Throughout, the Chicks with Sticks are standing by with quips and
anecdotes, support and sisterhood. Learning to crochet has never been so entertaining . . . and so
empowering!
Crocheting For Dummies Susan Brittain 2010-02-22 An updated classic covering the latest techniques
and trends in crocheting Are you hooked on the art of crochet? Looking for a fun new hobby that you can
take with you virtually anywhere? Crocheting For Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you easy-to-understand
instructions on how to choose the right tools, create basic stitches, and finish off your work to make
beautiful pieces of art. From learning to create consistency with gauge swatch to decoding crochet
patterns, symbols, and diagrams, this easy-to-follow guide is all you need to start creating beautiful
designs in no time! This revised edition contains completely new content, including fresh new patterns,
stitches, and techniques reflecting crocheting styles from around the world. Plus, it's packed with new
and refreshed photos and line art throughout, along with step-by-step instructions that will easily guide
you from your first stitch to your first sweater. A new section covering common crocheting mistakes and
how to correct them Crocheting with eco-awareness: using organic yarns, as well as free trade and
sustainably sourced fibers The best resources for purchasing supplies, as well as choosing and buying
patterns Whether you're a first-time crocheter or looking to expand your skills, Crocheting For Dummies,
2nd Edition gives you the skills, techniques, and confidence to crochet like a pro.
Knitting Patterns For Dummies Kristi Porter 2023-02-07 Put your knitting skills into action with these fun
and easy-to-follow patterns Knitting is fun, functional, and stress-relieving—get started today with Knitting
Patterns For Dummies! Written for all skill levels and perfect for beginners, it includes patterns for socks,
scarves, sweaters, and beyond. Add to your knitting repertoire and experiment with different textures, fun
colors, and pattern shapes. You’ll love the full-color project photos in the color insert and helpful, easy-tounderstand instructions for every single project. Even if you’ve never followed a written pattern before,
you can knit cool stuff with the practical, modern patterns inside. This friendly guide will help you pick the
right needles and yarn, step you through reading and knitting the patterns, and then finishing off your
masterpieces. Select the supplies that are right for your projects Learn how to read a knitting pattern
Practice working common stitches and creating different textures Make gifts for friends, clothing for
yourself, and cold weather wear Need more practice? Want fun new ideas? Just getting started? All
knitters welcome!
The Knitting Book Vikki Haffenden 2019-09-10 Everything you need to teach yourself how to knit, from
casting on to creating your own designs. This new edition of DK's knitting bible takes you from beginner
to expert, with hundreds of step-by-step techniques, more than 120 stitch patterns for a variety of knitting
stitches, and 20 knitting projects suitable for all abilities. Fully illustrated and easy to use, The Knitting
Book is a one-stop resource for beginners and a rich source of inspiration for avid knitters who want to
progress their skills and try new stitch patterns. Each technique is shown in clear photographic steps and
explained with helpful annotations and arrows, from basic casting on to intricate Fair Isle and cable

patterns. A photographic stitch gallery showcases over 120 different stitches to inspire you - try your
hand at everything from garter stitch to intarsia, or customize projects with your own stitch choices. This
updated edition features 10 brand-new project patterns, including an arm knitting pattern, as well as 10
projects from the original edition that have been reimagined with new yarns and fresh colors. Simple,
clear, and comprehensive, The Knitting Book is the only book you need to progress your skills and create
your own beautiful, unique pieces.
Brown Girl Dreaming Jacqueline Woodson 2016 Jacqueline Woodson's National Book Award and
Newbery Honor winner, now available in paperback with 7 all-new poems. Jacqueline Woodson is the
2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young People's Literature A President Obama "O" Book Club pick
Raised in South Carolina and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place. In vivid
poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with
the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights movement. Touching and
powerful, each poem is both accessible and emotionally charged, each line a glimpse into a child's soul
as she searches for her place in the world. Woodson's eloquent poetry also reflects the joy of finding her
voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as a child. Her love of
stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks of the gifted writer she was to become.
Includes 7 new poems, including "Brown Girl Dreaming". Praise for Jacqueline Woodson: A 2016
National Book Award finalist for her adult novel, ANOTHER BROOKLYN "Ms. Woodson writes with a
sure understanding of the thoughts of young people, offering a poetic, eloquent narrative that is not
simply a story . . . but a mature exploration of grown-up issues and self-discovery."--The New York Times
Book Review
Learn to Crochet Now! Leisure Arts 2012-11-03 Provides beginner projects to learn the techniques of
crocheting, with step-by-step illustrated instructions, explains how to read a pattern, and presents
finishing techniques.
Crochet for Tots Nancy Queen 2003-05-12 Kids will be the hit of the party and the talk of the town in
these downright adorable outfits! Even beginners can easily crochet projects that fit little girls and guys
from six months to four years of age. Features pullovers, berets, rompers, pants, cardigans, and dresses
Find step-by-step crochet basics, plus directions for making buttons and decorative edgings Cotton-andacrylic yarn blends guarantee easy care
The Chicks with Sticks Guide to Knitting Nancy Queen 2008 Encompassing detailed instructions for
beginning and advanced knitters alike, this colorful guide with more than two hundred illustrations
provides an array of fun and practical projects, including sweaters, bags, wraps, and cool belts. Original.
30,000 first printing.
Boys Don't Knit (In Public) T. S. Easton 2015-03-24 After a brush with the law, Ben, a dyed-in-the-wool
worrier, must take up a new hobby and chooses knitting, an activity at which he excels but must try to
keep secret from his friends, enemies, and sports-obsessed father.
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